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Chinese New Year focuses on tradition
Volume 87

Monday, Jan. 31 2011

Number 29

Christian Bursch

Contributing Writer

People of all walks of
life and all ages gathered together in one room for one
reason on Saturday.
The International Chinese Student Association
(ICSA) hosted Culture
Night, Celebrating the Chinese New Year.
The Chinese New Year is
the most important traditional holiday for many Chinese
people.
“It is a time for celebrating the year’s hard work and
to be thankful for your blessings,” said Jiam Chen, professor of Information Systems. Chen also acts as the
advisor for ICSA.
To celebrate the New
Year, it is tradition to clean
one’s entire house, sweeping out ill fortune and making way for good luck in the
coming year.
It is also tradition for
many to pack clothes in
a bag, grab some belongings and make a pilgrimage
home. They make their way
home for the annual reunion
dinner on Chinese New
Year’s Eve.
Culture nights purpose
“was to promote cultural
diversity,” said Luo Zhang,
president of the ICSA.
In promoting cultural
diversity, the Madison Elementary’s Chinese immersion students performed.
The students showed off
their linguistic talent through
song and dance. Some of
the students wore traditional
Chinese attire.
For Clint Buhs and his
family, this was the first culture night they had attended.
“We didn’t know what
to expect,” Buhs said. “But
we are really glad we came.”
Buhs has a son in kindergarten at Madison’s Elementary
who is participating in the
Chinese immersion program. “We were amazed
at the comprehension that
the older students had [during the performance,]” Buhs
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Students from SCSU performing the Chinese minority group dance Miao.

said.
The adults in the audience were full of smiles and
cheers as the children performed.
Local martial arts students also showcased their
abilities. From individual
kicks, punches and jumps
to dueling each other with
swords, hands and wooden
rods, the audience was able
to witness the range of skills
they have been taught.
The lion dance was popular with the children, as they
huddled near the stage trying to get a closer look. Two
dancers were in each lion,
performing one of the most
traditional festivities during
the Chinese New Year.
Sounds from the 24 season drums filled the ballroom, along with the famous
Erhu, a two stringed bowed
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Students from Madison Elementary School sang
Chinese New Year song to celebrate the year of
the Rabbit in Chinese Horoscope.

“I

t is a time for celebrating the year’s hard
work and to be thankful for your blessings. ”
Jiam Chen

•See New Year / Page 3

Professor, ICSA Advisor
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Jordyn, a student from Dee Cheng Kung Fu School,
performing Tai Chi in the Atwood Ballroom on Saturday.

Advisors hold round table on alcohol issues
Michael Runyon
New Media Editor

Last week, advisors sat together with experts to discuss a
question that’s on the mind of many college-goers, the question of alcohol.
“These meetings are semi-new. We started realizing that
advisors needed some help with their student organizations,
so we invented these advisor round-tables to help them with
topics twice a month,” said Jordan Appicelli, who is active
with the round tables.

“S
CSU has a bad reputation for
being a party school... ”
Chase Anderson

The idea behind this forum was to give organization
leaders a chance to understand more about alcohol’s effect
on their organization.
“Some student organizations have activities or rituals

that have in the past, or are currently, focused on alcohol.
Getting info to the advisors is a way to assist their organization to make safe decisions,” Appicelli said.
Robert Reff, the Interim Assistant Dean of Students for
chemical health and outreach programming, informed organization leaders about the effects of alcohol and advised
them how to deal with students with alcohol dependency.
“SCSU had a bad reputation for being a party school,”
Reff said. “When you start talking to students about the

•See Alcohol/ Page 3

Students reach out to community through education
Christian Bursch
Contributing Writer

Community service is the act of serving
the community to better the lives of others,
sacrificing time and sometimes money for
the improvement of humanity.
The Association for the Education of
Young Children (AEYC) is dedicated to
improving the well being of all young children with a focus on educational and developmental services for children from birth to
age eight.
The AEYC is a student branch of the
National Association for the Education of
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“I
t was exciting to see people working together for a
cause so far removed from us.”
Amanda Mason

Co-chair, AEYC

Young Children (NAEYC). The AEYC provides community services through SCSU
and other community organizations.
Last year the AEYC raised funds for Well
Wishers. Well Wishers built a well for a
community in Nigeria with the funds raised.
This would save children from walking over

ASU Vault thrives downtown
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a mile for potable water.
“It was exciting to see people working together for a cause so far removed from us,”
said junior Amanda Mason, co-chair of the
AEYC and a Child and Family Service major.
The AEYC collaborates with the United

Halenbeck’s beach night

The Gallery Vault
seeks funding to
continue its mission of community outreach and
providing a forum
for students.
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The new Halenbeck After Dark
event, hosted
by UPB, had
beach-themed
activities for
students.

Way in their Success by Six program. AEYC
volunteers to assist in the events hosted by
United Way. At the Success by Six events,
children are invited to run, jump and crawl
through obstacle courses. At the close of the
event, each child receives a free book from
the United Way.
Roosevelt Elementary School has a run
and read program that the AEYC volunteers
for. There is a room for reading, a snack
room and the gym. In the gym the children
run freely making the volunteers sweat as
they watch them Mason said.

•See Service/ Page 3

Women’s basketball loses
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Women’s
basketball
loses both
games this
weekend to
WSC and
Augustana.
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New Year

Continued from Page 1

Super Saturdays are also held
at Roosevelt. These Saturdays are
times for fathers and their children
to spend quality bonding time together, outside of the house.
The Boys and Girls Club assembled a play in December, the
Nutcracker. AEYC volunteered to
help with the event.
“There were 40 kids that needed to get into costume to perform,
it was chaos but a lot of fun,” said
Mason.
Once a week the AEYC volunteers at Anna Marie’s Womens
Shelter for bingo nights. Bingo
night is for both the children and
their mothers.
“One night we brought nail polish and the kids were arguing over
who got what color,” Mason said.
On Jan. 29, 2011 the AEYC
volunteered at two different events.
The first was Super Saturdays at
Roosevelt. The second was at the
Lindgren Child Care Center for the
Children’s Art Fair.
Currently the AEYC has about

News

OF

EVENTS

Continued from Page 1
40 members on their email list. 22
of the 40 attended the last meeting on Jan. 15. The AEYC holds
monthly meetings at 8pm on the
third Tuesday of the month in Atwood.
“Anyone with a passion for
kids is welcome to join,” said Mason. Contact information is on the
bulletin board in the North hallway
of the Education building. Their
contact info is also available on
their facebook page.
Members of the AEYC gain
leadership and teamwork skills
and enhance their communication
skills. They are also able to meet
with local teachers to hear their experiences. Principles may also be
at these events and are able to tell
members what they are looking for
in new teachers.
AEYC also provides SCSU students the opportunity to improve or
maintain the educational and developmental growth of children in
the community.

Alcohol
Continued from Page 1

value of their degree and the reasons that they’re here and what they
want when they’re done, and you treat them with respect, they’re going
to make good decisions. When you treat them like they’re drunks, and
you expect them to be party animals, you’re going to get a different reaction. I think the reputation was deserved in maybe the 80s or 90s, but I
think students are making good decisions now.”
Reff helped design Uchoose, a group that promotes alcohol awareness around campus. Uchoose uses online resources and helps sponsor
events which help students learn about alcohol.
“When I came here, I looked around at what our alcohol use numbers
were and saw they were high,” Reff said. “I looked at the resources that
students had, and they were pretty low. We were not utilizing what the
literature and the science tells us on how to work with college students.
There are a lot of ineffective ways to work with college students, like the
crash car. There is no data that things like the crash car have an effect on
students. There is no internal change with that. When you invest in things
that aren’t data driven, you can’t expect them to work.”
The sister program to Uchoose, Impact, deals with students who have
been caught violating alcohol rules. There are four steps in the Impact
Program. The Impact cost is $75, and the steps range from courses on the
use of alcohol, to a full psychological assessment and one-on-one meetings with Reff.
“The philosophy we use is called Harm Reduction,” Reff said. “It’s

musical instrument used in contemporary or traditional musical pieces.
The night also included the telling of the story “Nian”. The famous
Chinese story “Nian” was also featured during the performances.
By the end of the night, attendees left with an all encompassing experience as they were able to see, hear, and taste the traditional celebrations
of the new year.
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Many local children attended the event, some of whom wore
traditional Chinese dress.

broader than abstinence, but includes abstinence. The idea is that students will fall on a continuum of their drinking behavior. On one end of
the spectrum are extremely high risk, problematic students. On the other,
are students who don’t drink at all. The idea is to lower students on their
risk level by providing them with information. If a student is drinking
and blacking out every weekend, and I can get them to cut down to the
point where they’re still drinking but not blacking out every weekend, I
see that as a win.”
Reff was hired in fall of 2006, and has been working with Uchoose
since. He meets students who are in steps three or four of Impact on a
personal level to assist them with alcohol dependency.
“Our students are drinking on average with other colleges,” Reff said.
“Usually you don’t want to be just on average, but our region tends to
drink more. A lot of our students are making the right, safe choice, and
there’s only a small fraction that is putting themselves in harm’s way.”

Wednesday
•United States Army
Chamber Brass Band

From 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
in the Performing Arts
Center, the famous Army
Brass band based out of
Washinton D.C. will be
showcasing their talents.
The quintet provides musical performances for the
general public as well as
serving as a component of
the Field Band’s educational outreach program.

Thursday
• National College
Comedy
Competition

Join in the Nationwide
search for America’s funniest students beginning
at 8 p.m. in the Atwood
Quarry. students from this
event will advance to the
next round in the competition, which will be a
competition versus the
team from the University
of Minnesota! 32 schools
compete in this ultimate
stand-up showdown. The
lot of our students are making the right, competition winners could
perform at the TBS Just for
safe choice ... ”
Laughs Comedy Festival in
Chicago.
Rob Reff

“A

Interim Assistant Dean, Chemical Health and Outreach

News
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New 6th Street Grill has busy few weeks
Danielle Morris
Staff writer

After just a few weeks of being in business, the 6th Street
Grill will celebrate their Grand
Opening on Monday, Jan. 31.
“The Grand Opening will be a
time to celebrate and share what a
lot of folks put a lot of work into,”
Brent Delong, Associate Director
of Atwood, said.
The Grand Opening will be
taking place in the basement of
Atwood Memorial Center from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. The ceremony
will begin with speakers President Earl H. Potter III and Student
Government President Amanda
Bardonner. Live music, food samples, prize drawings, and trivia
games are just a few of the activi-

“S
tudents have assisted in all facets of the project. There has been
student influence from the conceptualization stage of the project to its
finishing touches.”

Brent Delong

Associate Director of Atwood

ties that will be taking place.
“I’m excited to hear the
speeches and to give away the bluray player,” Madeleine DeWet,
Sodexo Marketing Manager, said.
After the speeches there will
be over thirty small prizes given
out.
“I am planning on attending
not only to listen to the speakers,
but also to see if I can win prizes,”
Bryan McCallum, Student Gov-

ernment Vice President, said.
Prizes will include t-shirts,
gift certificates, coupons, bakery
items, a St. Cloud State University prize package, and a blu-ray
player.
“We have had a lot of departments and vendors donate prizes,”
DeWet said.
DeWet and Su Hoon Tan, Atwood Marketing Graduate Assistant, have played a major role in

coordinating this event. Students
have also played a large role not
only in the Grand Opening, but
also in the entire process.
“Students have assisted in all
facets of the project. There has
been student influence from the
conceptualization stage of the
project to its finishing touches,”
Delong said.
“Copies Plus designers have
done an amazing job helping to

complete the opening,” DeWet
said.
New art work and more seating options are among some of
the finishing touches yet to come.
“We hope that students really
enjoy this space. We wanted to
create a space that could be used
any time of day,” Delong said.
“I like the modern feel of the
6th Street Grill. It’s a great place
to hang out,” McCallum said.
“It has been a lot of fun just to
see it finally open,” DeWet said.
“It’s nice to see people excited
about it.”
For more information about
the 6th Street Grill and the Grand
Opening visit www.stcloudstate.
edu/atwood or for questions on
the opening contact DeWet at
Madeleine.dewet@sodexo.com.

Enterprise provides student internships
Megan Junkermeier
Opinions Editor

Business Column

“W
e look at previous work experience, whether it is retail
or customer service, or taking a leadership role with a student

Enterprise offers a business internship
far beyond brewing coffee and following organization.”
management leaders around. Though they
focus on recruiting college students with
retail experience and customer service
backgrounds, teamed with a bachelor’s
degree (or one in-progress), they accept
ning that large of one, and have a chance to
applications and interests from all majors.
BusinessWeek magazine named Enter- learn sales and marketing techniques.
“As interns pick up our process more,
prise one of the “50 Best Internships” and
this company offers a management train- they can learn to manage a business,”
ing internship where business operations Krekelberg said.
Business majors will benefit from the
and real-world skills will be practiced.
Internship Recruiting Supervisor, hands-on work during the internship.
The program has a “customer-first”
Becky Krekelberg, said this internship will
give college students or graduates an expe- philosophy, and students who have had
rience that is similar to the full-time posi- retail or customer service experience will
further their knowledge and practice of
tion as it mirrors the management work.
“We give a well-rounded experience to this in the workplace.
“We look at previous work experience
students in business,” Krekelberg said.
Since Enterprise is a million-dollar whether it is retail or customer service,”
business, interns will have experience run- Krekelberg said. “or taking a leadership

Becky Krekelberg

Internship Recruiting Supervisor

role with student organizations.”
As many employers suggest, having
a myriad of different activities and experiences on a resume will assist in the application process and success of the internship.
Though athletics (or some clubs) may
not directly apply to the business world in
terms of the activity itself, the experiences
and skills gained may apply.
“Things like time commitment, work
ethic, and a competitive nature are important,” Krekelberg said.
It is recommended for students to research the company, so not only they can

discuss the company and understand what
they ask of an intern, but also decide if Enterprise is the right company for their career goal.
After the internship level, there are
steps experienced-students can take to
become part of the business in terms of a
career.
“Once you graduate, if you had an internship, you are already three months into
training – so to be promoted to management is the next step,” Krekelberg said.
“You will have the basics down.”
Rental management is one area of Enterprise prospective employees may be interested in or they can work in fleet management, car sales, commercial trucks or
business-to-business marketing.
Performance leads to promotions, so
hard work really can pay off.
Those interested in applying for
an internship with Enterprise should
contact Krekelberg by either e-Mail
(rebecca.a.krekelberg@erac.com), or 651905-5002.
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The “I’ll Just Have One More” Martini
3 oz. gin or vodka
1/2 oz. dry vermouth
3 olives
1 automobile
1 long day
1 diminishing attention span
1 too many
Combine ingredients. Drink. Repeat.
Mix with sharp turn, telephone pole.

Never underestimate ‘just a few.’
Buzzed driving is drunk driving.

Takeout can eat up your savings.

NOTE TO PUB: DO NOT PRINT INFO BELOW, FOR I.D. ONLY. NO ALTERING OF AD COUNCIL PSAS.
Buzzed Driving Prevention - Newspaper 11 1/2 x 21 B&W DD204-N-05032-I “Martini” 85 line screen
Digital Files at Schawk 212-689-8585 Reference #: 252080

Pack your own lunch instead
of going out. $6 saved a day
x 5 days a week x 10 years
x 6% interest = $19,592. That
could be money in your pocket.
Small changes today. Big bucks
tomorrow. Go to feedthepig.org
for free savings tips.
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Bulletins

Luxembourg ambassador visits area

ST. CLOUD - His Excellency Jean-Paul Senninger, Luxembourg’s

ambassador to the United States visited the St. Cloud and St. John
area.
Senninger toured the area to learn more about Minnesota natives
with heritage tied to Luxembourg.
The Rev. Hilary Thimmesh was Senninger’s primary tour guide,
leading Senninger to sites around the area.
Senninger has been the U.S. ambassador to Luxembourg since
2008.
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Campus Crime
Report
5
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2

Hecker girlfriend faces prison time

MINNEAPOLIS - Federal prosecutors have recommended the
maximum sentence of six months for former Hecker love interest,
Christi Rowan.
Christi Rowan has been accused of lying under oath and has
previously admitted to bankruptcy fraud and falsifying W-2 forms.
Rowan has been romantically involved with fallen Minnesota
auto mogul Denny Hecker for nearly three years.
Rowan has also been accused of falsifying tax returns and auto
loan documentation.

Nation

Washington U. cancels Palin appearance
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Egyptian protesters defy state imposed curfew
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MISSOURI - Washington University - St. Louis has cancelled
an appearance by Bristol Palin, daughter of 2008 vice presidential
hopeful Sarah Palin.
Bristol Palin was scheduled to speak to Washington U. students
on abstinence during Washington U.’s Sexual Responsibility Week.
Controversy grew among the undergraduate population after it
was revealed that Palin would be payed with student generated funds
and fees. Palin became preganant at 17 and has a 2-year-old son.

EGYPT - Fresh protests have erupted in Cairo, after the Egyptian
military was called in to enforce an evening curfew on protesters.
Previous protests have been marked with violence from security
forces, utilizing tear gas and rubber bullets.
Unconfirmed reports from Cairo, the Egyptian capital, have
reported security forces employing live ammunition on protesters
defying the new state imposed curfew.
Anti-government protests have been on-going in dozens of
cities, in an attempt to remove President Hosni Mubarak’s regime.
Mubarak has been President since 1981 and has been accused of
widespread election fraud.
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C. Remember that building
they wanted to renovate? If
they did this would be gone.
D. This is for you dormdwellers! Now all you have
to do is guess which?
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College Survival Guide
Chapter one: Being social
Michael Runyon
New media editor

Say you have left your
old town behind to start a
new chapter in your life college.
Nobody
from
your
hometown came with you,
and you’re stuck with having
to make new friends.
Don’t worry though, it’s
easier than you think.
The first thing you need
to know is that it’s okay to be
yourself. Never, under any
circumstances, lose who you
are to make friends.
The second you discard
your identity is the second
you begin your path to total
loss of self-respect.
If you like sports, continue to enjoy them. If you
like playing video games and
being nerdy, by all means,
continue.
If you think you’re weird,
embrace that and know that
is who you are. The key to
surviving in a social situation is to be yourself and
stick to your guns.
The second most important thing is to not be daunted.
You’re in a completely
new situation, which means
that you have an immense
amount of doors wide open
to meeting new people, finding out more about yourself
and learning about the world
around you.
Don’t be afraid to walk
up to a random person and
say hi or go out to eat with
someone you just met. Put
yourself out there and don’t
think everyone is judging
you.
The third thing to remember is to not be judgmental.
Putting people down in order
to make yourself look better
to your friends is no way to
live.
You will only make yourself look like an insecure ass.
Remember that everyone
has a bad day, some quite
regularly, and you’re doing
no one a favor by making
their day worse.
Be nice to those you
meet, for everyone is fight-

ing a hard battle.
Don’t sweat the small
stuff when it comes to
friends. If someone flakes
out on you because of some
reason, let it slide.
There is no little problem
worth getting upset about.
Life gets so much easier
when one doesn’t worry
about small things like who
is eating lunch with whom or
who left the dishes out.
It’s important to care
about the bigger things in
life, such as when belongings are stolen from you - but
don’t sweat the small things.
A thing to know about relationships is that they are to
be approached naturally.
That is, don’t make it a
priority to find someone to
be with.
You will find someone
special without a heavy
amount of effort if you stay
open about your interests
and honest about what you
want in a person.
When you find someone
who seems worth your time,
make sure to keep things
natural by going about your
relationship slowly and in a
healthy manner.
Don’t rush things and
you’ll find that you’ll have
a more fulfilling and happy
time.
If it comes down to having to break up with someone, don’t look back on the
time you spent together with
regret.
Instead look at it as
something you were able to
experience, something that
made you who you are.
All in all, don’t worry
about it, whatever the situation is.
You’ll be much happier
riding through your social
life slow and easy.
Know that friends and
relationships come and go
and not much can be done to
stop that. In the end, the experiences we have with each
other make us who we are,
so make sure to have fun and
appreciate those around you
for giving you the chance to
experience life together.

The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Accept challenges,
avoid complaining
Megan Junkermeier
opinions editor

While in class one day,
I overheard a few students
complaining about everything they could possibly
complain about - they may
have even muttered a few
negative words about the
color of their chairs.
But, most importantly,
they were complaining about
classes - school - homework
- the triangle of nightmarish
collegiate activities.
Unless students plan on
failing their classes, they do
homework. Or listen, take
notes, or at least pay attention.
These students were
complaining about work in
their design class - they were
advertising students.
Now, there have been
multiple occasions where I
have been frustrated or upset
because of a class or a test.
But, in terms of studying for my degree, I take all
pieces of information and try
to utilize them because this
is the time to prepare for the
workplace.
It bothered me hearing
students complain about
work that will benefit them
in the future.
I had to wonder: Why
are people complaining for
being given greater responsibility?
People so greatly desire
as children - as kids - to do
whatever they want. They
want to leave without parents asking, they want to
invite people over as if they
have their own loft, and they
want to eat and drink as they
please.
But, when it comes to
something that involves
thinking - and a challenge,
all of a sudden, the responsibility is too great.
Why are some people

complaining about intellectually beneficial opportunities?
So many people in all
different parts of the world
would die for an education.
Some die trying for one.
Especially when so much
money is going into an education, you would think there
would be more positivity toward learning skills that will
be useful in the future.
It seems that something
has changed in people in
general. To some, hard work
really does seem harder than
it used to be.
With new resources and
the never-ending changes to
technology, it actually should
be slightly easier.
It is a curious thing to
think of how many things
people are conditioned to
want - but not want to work
for them.
That simply is not the
way of things - for any of us.
As students, we’re going to
have to work.
People make several
complaints daily - so many
that they forget they are even
complaining and label it
“talking.”
Many things are not
handed to anyone in life - a
degree is something that has
to be earned.
The work you have to do
for this degree may be difficult, but having done it will
eventually give you something to be proud of.
Instead of seeing challenges as something to
avoid, we could all see them
as learning experiences - life
experiences, the kind you
will learn and grow from.
College is about learning and growth. And even
though that design work may
be painful, it’ll all be worth it
when you have a position at
an advertising firm.
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Quote of the Day:

“A

merica is the only country that went from barbarism
to decadence without civilization in between.”
Oscar Wilde
Irish Dramatist

NFL fans deserve closed deal
Nick Longworth
Columnist

Over the last few months
football fans have been challenged to ignore the rumors
of a player’s lockout.
The stem of the issue is
the current Collective Bargaining Agreement, between
the NFL Players Union and
NFL team owners.
The deal, which distributes revenue earned via merchandise, ticket sales, and
cable deals, is set to expire
March 1.
Without a new deal,
players will begin a lockout; boycotting all meetings,
practices, and team-affiliated
activities.
There are essentially two
sides to the argument: the
owners and the players.
The owners say the new
deal is outdated; times have
changed, and they are now
forced to fork over the bills
for an aging stadium’s upkeep, or are forced to build
a new one.
They also independently
launched the increasingly
popular NFL Network channel, propelling the sport to
never before seen ratings of
popularity.
Increased jersey sales,
interest, and fan interaction
is as a result of this, or so
they say.
They also would like to
institute an 18-game regular
season schedule starting next
season, allowing fans to “see
more meaningful football”
(as well as charging fans

regular season prices for two
more games).
The players, however,
come from a more personal
point of view: they say the
sport is more dangerous than
it was over a decade ago.
Players today are bigger,
faster, and stronger.
With an off-season training, weight-lifting, and dieting program, they feel they
are inadequately compensated for a career that often has
life changing consequences.
As of November 12 last
year, the NFL had 163 players on season ending injured
reserve; many of these injuries can be career-ending and
life-altering.
An 18-game season, they
say, would be disastrous;
long gone will be the thought
of someone having a 15-year
career.
With their bodies on the
line, they feel a new agreement should increase their
income if anything.
Inside this great debate,
though, is a third party that
apparently is being completely overlooked: the fans.
We are the ones who wait
all week until Sunday to sit
on the couch and hinge on a
3-hour game.
We are the ones who will
openly waste money on superfluous blankets, posters,
key chains, flags, coasters,
shot glasses, and lighters.
We are the ones who will
buy the player’s jerseys and
we are the ones who will occasionally splurge and road
trip to a live game.
This is a sport for the

fans, paid for by the fans.
Without our dedication,
neither the owners nor the
players would see a dime.
And now they want to deprive us of a full season because it’s not enough?
As a lifelong Packers fan,
I have not missed a game in
numerous years.
Even if the game is not
on TV, I will go to a local bar
that will have it.
My fiancé and I also annually travel to Lambeau
Field in Green Bay for the
Packers and Vikings game.
I (along with many others) am a diehard fan who
sees the season as more than
just a string of games that are
merely entertainment, but a
yearly renewal of a goal you
in some way feel a part of.
A goal that some teams
(the Vikings) never achieve:
winning the Superbowl.
Call it cathartic, but if
the players and owners do
not care enough about their
fans, their employers, and
find a way to compromise on
a new deal, I cannot continue
justifying emptying my wallet for their paychecks.
Fans nationwide need to
realize that we are not helpless in this situation.
In fact, it’s our money
that is the situation in the
first place.
Empathy for both the
players and coaches is unattainable, but apathy is also
unacceptable.
Without football next
year, you may actually do
homework on Sundays.

Worth 100 Words
The winter season brings a lot of trouble.
It brings people car trouble, messy shoes, runny noses and cracked
knuckles. But it also brings snow, skiing, picturesque landscapes, and hot
cocoa.
The winter season is unlike any other.
In Minnesota, it is hard to predict weather from one day to the next. So, there
are fireplaces, there is sledding, and there are movie nights.
Long gone are the sunny days filled with bike rides and basketball
games. But, here are the days of fighting the frost, cuddling under a blanket
and watching old films.
It’s not so bad after all.

Megan Junkermeier
Opinions Editor

We could all use a ‘Marley’
Jason Tham
columnist
If you have not watched
“Marley and Me” (2008),
please do so before continuing
with this piece.
For all of us who have
watched the movie, we know
how an adorable puppy can
grow up to be “the world worst
dog.”
But it is not about the evil
in the dog. There are many
values that we can attribute to
Marley himself when it comes
to life.
Here is a puppy that attracts
almost everybody’s attention
when they first saw him. He is
white, he is cute, and he is so
huggable. However, as soon as
time flies, the adorable puppy
grew up to be a troublemaker,
and eventually turn out to be a
burden in the house.
I like the fact that life is not
always perfect. Yet, most of the
time it is “too perfect.”
Very often we tend to fall
into the notion of smooth sailing journeys with our daily
routine. As students, we get up
in the morning guessing what
day it was, we then move along

with the flow as the day goes,
and finally we lay back onto
the same bed figuring what we
should do tomorrow – there is
not much of excitement that
one could really look forward
to.
Marley spices things up
when life is dull. He is like
that sweet cotton candy everyone loves for their childhood.
If it doesn’t come in form of a
puppy, Marley is represented
by the friends around us.
A friend like Marley listens to your vents. A friend like
Marley will never say, “OK,
I have had enough of your
rants.”
Be that Marley into someone else’s life. As human beings, we literally need one another in order to survive.
So, do not wait for others
to be a caring friend. Instead,
be that Marley that could make
a change in one’s life.
When you meet that significant someone in your life,
a song of “happily ever after”
fills up your entire mind.
At this time you will probably think that Marley is a
stumbling stone to your honeysweet life. Believe me, most of
us do the same to our friends

when we get into a romantic
relationship. We try to get rid
of the Marley’s that are “distracting” to the development of
our love life.
Poor Marley, having been a
faithful friend for years and all
he gets is an “excuse me.”
Be mindful of the attitudes
towards good companions
even when you may not need
them. They may be the one
who will standby you when
your loved ones don’t.
Finally, Marley has taught
us the reality of life.
No one escapes from death.
We all will have to leave this
planet one day. Nonetheless,
what really matters is if we
have left our footprints behind.
Have we planted the legacy for
the future generation?
The life of Marley changed
every soul in the house. Are we
able to do the same?
We need the Marley in us –
to be an influence for our loved
ones. Leave no regrets to the
day you lay on your sick bed
because you know you have
done your best being there for
the ones you cared for.
Think about it, we all need
a Marley in our lives.

Reflect
on senior
moments
Briana Sutherland
Columnist

As a typical senior does in
their final semester in college,
I have thought about how far
I have come since beginning
my education at SCSU.
I pondered things I wish I
would have done differently,
learned quickly, never experienced, and “wish I would’ve
done more,” make my reminiscing list as graduation is
less than 100 days away for
me.
First, I learned that high
school did not prepare me for
college.
To me, high school was
a joke; something I was just
made to do, and waste eight
hours of my day, five days a
week.
I remember filling in work
sheets by scanning for the
bold letters in a text book and
copying definitions.
I remember the hall passes, standing in line, waiting to
leave a classroom, gym class
group sports, and notes from
my mom if I was sick and
missed school come to mind.
I made a wise choice to
go post-secondary my senior
year of high school, and that
was my first taste of freedom.
No longer did I need permission to use the rest room!
Heck, I could even eat or
have something to drink during class!
It was also during this
time I realized I never really learned how to study for
school, and for awhile, tests
were a huge struggle.
I didn’t find my method
for great studying technique
until last spring while taking
the Mass Media Law class.
Flashcards were my new
best friend during that class
and every class after.
When I entered college, I
knew what I wanted to do write. But I had no idea what
I wanted to minor in.
I wish I would have found
a list of options sooner, and
started down a different path
than I’m on currently.
Although I do enjoy writing stories and experimenting
with poetry with other creative students, I feel as though
I should’ve minored in criminal justice.
When I realized that, I was
two classes short of completing a creative writing minor
and saw no reason to stop.
I hope to come back someday and complete the criminal
justice program; it’s just not
in the cards for me currently.
I don’t need to add more student loans to my mountain of
debt already.
I wish I would have been
involved with the Chronicle
more, but being a commuter
student, that posed a lot of
time and logistical problems.
After a lecture during a
class last spring, I e-Mailed
my hometown newspaper
asking if I could shadow one
of their reporters.
By the end of the summer,
I was cashing a check for my
hard work. I wish I would’ve
gotten my foot in the door
sooner.
I wish I never would have
experienced parking in K lot.
Every fall it added insult
to injury to have to pay the
increasing permit fee added to
my rising gasoline cost; to get
to school takes me roughly 45
minutes.
I got to battle against
sponsors or sports teams
parked in a parking lot I pay
for. My favorite is dodging
pot holes in the spring.
But when all is said and
done, I will walk with my fellow graduates on May 8 as we
head out of here and into our
futures.
Whether or not you walk
out of here with your dream
job secured, know you accomplished a lot by finishing
a degree.
Be proud, the journey
wasn’t easy.
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Cringing over the health care debate
Ahmed Warraich
columnist
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For the last couple of
years, this debate has raged
on and I have just listened
to people endlessly bickering about health care and the
public option.
I have heard people say
things that I have yet to understand.
I
admire
President
Barack Obama for keeping
his campaign promise that
he will work towards having
a public health care option,
and he worked really hard
trying to pass something
that was neither popular nor
widely accepted.
If you compare ranking
in the world in regards to the
health care system, America
is not ranked in the top 10.
The country who prides
itself in being the first in the
world apparently doesn’t
want to pay to look after its

own citizens.
It is no secret that America is not the healthiest country in the world, but somehow it seems like we love
convenience too much to do
anything about it.
We want to save the corporation’s right to conduct
their business however they
like, be it rather ethically or
not, so long as “the government does not interfere.”
One only has to look at
the current financial crisis to
see where it has lead us.
Yet we are ready to give
our own rights up in the form
of the Patriot Act to protect
ourselves.
Somehow all of this
doesn’t add up.
Somewhere
in
that
twisted logic, we forget that
we all give up some convenience for the greater good.
I am sure a line has to
be drawn somewhere in the
sand, but to think that is with
health care is a stupid propo-

sition.
In the past we have given
up things for the collective
good, that precedent has already been set.
We gave up a lot of our
personal information to be
safer.
We threw the smokers
out of public areas so we can
be healthier.
We already pay taxes that
take care of our roads, plow
our streets in winter, keep us
safe from fire and intruders.
So why do we cringe
about health care?
Isn’t it fair to say if the
health care system becomes
public then isn’t that another
thing that we don’t have to
care about budgeting every
year?
Well, people tell me that
there is going to be such a
tax hike because of this, but
isn’t that what you are paying already in insurance premiums?
The most stunning piece

of comment that I heard
about the public health care
and discussing Canada is
that it takes forever to see the
doctor, and I like the convenience of seeing my doctor
as quickly as I can.
I was taken aback by this
comment too.
Are we that lazy and that
used to quick service that are
willing to forego looking after people that are less fortunate then we are just for the
sake of convenience?
When did we become so
soulless to want our convenience over other people’s
welfare?
True, the doctor might
not be able to see you instantaneously, but I am sure the
relief of knowing that you
might not have to pay $4000
in hospital expenses might
not be bad.
I am sure if you love your
convenience that much there
will be a private hospital that
you could go to by paying

money instantly.
I often wonder in times
like these where are the
champions of public health
care in this country.
Sean Penn was so eager
to champion Haiti’s cause
and George Clooney was so
impatient to raise awareness
about the Darfur. Where are
they?
When the poor of this
country need a champion
why is it that the only celebrity championing health care
is Michael Moore?
Why don’t you see Johnny Depp and the rest campaigning for this?
Well it’s because they already have health insurance.
It burns me when people are
so eager to pledge money to
other countries yet they are
unwilling to do the same for
their own.
It is funny to listen to
people argue about health
care when it affects all of us.
I think the bigger debate

stick head in sand
fight global warming.com

needs to be whether America
needs to be a welfare system
where people don’t have to
work into their 80s to make a
living in order to retire.
If smaller countries like
Sweden can make it work,
why can’t we?
What does it have to take
for people to understand that
a Welfare system is not a bad
system, there is a reason why
a lot of European countries
have it.
We are blessed now that
most of us reading this have
health care, but that might
not be the case forever.
In one cruel twist of fate,
all of this can change forever.
We are not as in control
as we appear to be, it can all
be taken away in an instant.
Public health care is
just that one thing that we
wouldn’t have to care about,
or our children would have
to care about, in their lifetimes.
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Atmosphere to perform in Atwood
Monday
Jan. 31, 2011

Samantha South
asst. a & E editor
Atmosphere’s upcoming
tour is hitting home for many
fans and students.
February seems to be a
good month for Minnesota
and its fans of Atmosphere,
as the duo’s new tour, Welcome to Minnesota, will
be hitting all regions of the
state’s audiences.
“We grew our roots here
in the Twin Cities and a lot
of our original fan base is
here,” said Sean Daley or
“Slug”, rapper and MC, who
performs as the group’s front
man.
Starting Feb. 22, the
band’s Welcome to Minnesota tour will be targeting
smaller venues across the
state including Mankato, Bemidji, St. Cloud, Rochester,
and Duluth.
“We felt like it would be
kind of cool to go to them
instead of forcing them to
get to us, like normally we
would book a show at First
Ave or somewhere in Minneapolis,” Daley explains.
Atmosphere’s
main
members, Daley and partner
Anthony Davis, DJ and Producer, began performing in
downtown South St. Paul in
local bars and coffee shops
before creating their own
record label, Rhymesayers
Entertainment. So far, the
duo has released six albums,
eleven Sad Clown tour albums and various side-proj-
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ects. Having toured nationally and overseas, the group
has decided to dedicate this
next tour to their original
fans of Minnesota.
On Feb. 24, the St. Cloud
area and the students of St.
Cloud State University, who
have previously bought
tickets, will get the smaller
venue experience of the
Welcome to Minnesota Tour
being held in the Atwood
Ballroom.
“The total tickets available was 1200, but as you
know, they were all sold out
in about 4 and a half hours,”
said Catie Fennig, Concert
Coordinator of the University Program Board, or UPB,
who has been working with
Atmosphere and their Promoter, Jade Presents, for the
upcoming show.
Jade Presents is a promoter company located in
Fargo, North Dakota who
works with artists and musicians, casinos, corporate
clients, educational institutions, non-profit groups, festivals and other events.
UPB has been working
with Jade Presents as a way
of helping production and
show costs so that Atmosphere can perform in the St.
Cloud area.
“UPB is definitely excited to be doing a promoter
show,” Fennig said.
“It was something they
did years ago and UPB is
definitely going to be looking for more opportunities

like this because it’s something we don’t have to pay
for and it’s something the
students want.”
Even though the St.
Cloud show is sold out, other
tickets are said to be roaming
the area including radio stations and possibly the UPB
events before the show.
“We didn’t anticipate
all these shows would sell
so well though, we thought
they would sell would but
we didn’t know they would
blow out so fast,” Daley said.
Five pairs of “comp”
tickets are possibly still
available to be given to UPB
as awards for upcoming
events including the speaker
on February 16 for To Write
Love on Her Arms, for the
February 10 Hip Hop show,
and possibly at the Atwood
After Dark event on February 18.
“No promises though,”
Finneg explains.
As for any expectations
for the upcoming show, Jade
Presents, UPB, and Atmosphere have high hopes.
“I think it’s going to be a
lot of fun, I think there is going to be an energy,” Daley
said.
“Atmosphere loves Minnesota and Minnesota people love him” said Lindsay
Gjerde,
Director of Marketing
& Media Relations of Jade
Presents. “It’s always a great
show when you put the two
together, and it’s just going
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Rapper Sean “Slug” Daley and DJ Anthony “Ant” Davis are Atmosphere, a
Minnesota group who is making a stop at SCSU during their Welcome to Minnesota Tour.

to be an experience people
will remember.”
The Feb. 24 show will
start off with a DJ for an
hour and then opening bands
will perform. The opening
bands include Los Nativos,
Prof, DJ Abilities, and Mr.
Gene Poole.
Los Nativos is a local
Minneapolis Hip Hop band

that have been nominated for
“Best New Band,” in 1996,
“Best Hip Hop Group,” in
1999, and “Best Hip Hop
Recording” in 2003 in the
Minnesota Music Awards.
Prof, DJ Abilites, and Mr.
Gene Pool are also local hip
hop bands that came out of
Minnesota chosen to perform with Atmosphere for

the Welcome to Minnesota
tour.
For other fans who still
want to catch a show on the
Welcome to Minnesota tour,
the Bemidji and Rochester shows have tickets still
available.
For more information on
the tour and the bands, visit
www.rhymesayers.com

Halenbeck After Dark brings
summer to an SCSU winter night
Ashli Gerdes
contributing writer

There may be snow on
the ground, but Friday in
Halenbeck Hall was a day at
the beach.
Similar to Atwood After Dark, Halenbeck After
Dark is a new event put on
by the University Program
Board in collaboration with
U-Choose that is designed to
give students an alternative
entertainment option on Friday nights.
The event provided a variety of beach-themed activities including two “dive-in”
movies, open skating and
rock climbing, along with
free food and prizes.
“Obviously it’s winter
and we’re getting near the
warmth. It’s nice to have a
beach feeling during the winter. It’s early in the semester
so let’s just have some fun,”
said UPB member Intana
Chanthirath.
This is the first time
that UPB has ever done an
event like this in Halenbeck.
Though similar to Atwood
After Dark, there were some
obstacles that the committee faced in the organization
phase.
“There are a lot more
challenges with just moving
activities to this building, because the way of operating is

different,” said Dimalshi
Fernando, Program Advisor
for UPB.
“One of the challenges
was mostly the fact that our
office isn’t located in this
building so reserving space,
having to talk to many
people and trying to get the
space reserved was more difficult,” Fernando said.
Members of U-Choose
were also at the event
spreading awareness about
alcohol use.
“I am here on behalf of
U-Choose. I bring more of
the alcohol awareness and
educational component and
in doing so we have ‘mocktails’ as one of the activities
for the night,” said Katherine
Jo Bates, graduate assistant
for U-Choose.
Mocktails, a bar-style
non-alcoholic cocktail service, is a popular event done
at Atwood After Dark, so
UPB decided to continue
with it at Halenbeck After
Dark.
Students were asked a
question about alcohol, and
if they answered correctly,
“they received a fun little
cup,” Bates said. If students
answered the question incorrectly, they still had the opportunity to come back and
try to answer another question for a cup.
Due to the larger amount

of space, UPB was able to
host a wider range of events.
“At Halenbeck there are
more sports like events going on, like dodge ball, volleyball, walley ball and other
sports,” said Chanthirath
“You know I have to say
that being on an intramural dodge ball team, I loved
that there was dodge ball
and actually just the sports
in general because we really
don’t get that with a typical
Atwood After Dark,” said
SCSU junior Brett Haider.
In addition to the sports
activities, “we were able to
include huge inflatables,”
Chanthirath said.
The National Hockey
Center also opened its doors
for a few hours of free skating following the hockey
game.
“When I drove by there
was actually a hockey game
so I was hoping for a huge
crowd and this was a great
turn out,” Chanthirath said.
“Hopefully, we plan on
continuing Halenbeck After Dark, depending on of
course what goes on next
year,” said Fernando.
“This is way better, way
better. I like this a lot more.
I feel like there is a lot more
room. It’s a lot more spacious,” Haider said.

andrew jacobson / visuals editor

SCSU students Mary Baird, Megan Berwyn and Taylor Nierengarten make sand
art at Friday’s Halenbeck After Dark event.

michael Runyon / new media editor

The Art Student Union’s Gallery Vault has attempted to reach out to the community by displaying student and faculty art.

ASU’s Gallery Vault seeks funding,
may result in program fee increase
Jason Tham
staff writer
The Art Student Union
(ASU) is seeing the fruits of
their hard work of initiating
a student-run art gallery in
Downtown St. Cloud.
“There has been a lot of
reaching out to the St. Cloud
community,” said, Peter
Christian, Assistant Professor of Integrated Media from
the Art Department and ASU
advisor.
The Gallery Vault was
opened Sept. 17, 2010 at West
St. Germain, across the street
from the White Horse.
The entirely studentfunctioned gallery provides
grounds for undergraduate
and graduate students to curate shows.
The Vault also provides an
opportunity for students and
junior artists to exhibit and
sell their works.
“We have student shows,
faculty shows, high school
shows,” Weld said.
“It is a great thing for the
community. Nice to see art
students interacting with the

community,” Blake Weld,
SCSU senior and gallery
manager, said.
Weld said that art students
are the ones who “do work
with the gallery” and “are always wanting to help.”
Christian reported positive feedback from the St.
Cloud community about Gallery Vault, and the gallery is
experiencing good amount
of visitors since its establishment.
When questioned about
the challenges that students
faced running the gallery,
Christian said, “Nothing beyond the normal challenges of
running a normal art gallery.”
The Gallery Vault received a grant from the Central Minnesota Arts Board last
semester to run the gallery for
the past five months. Since
then, ASU has conducted
fundraising events and accepted donations from the
public to maintain the gallery.
“I believe the landlord is
working with the Art Student
Union to give a bit of a deal
to the land,” Christian said,
“Since this is a non-profit
project.”

There may be a raise in
student’s tuition fees within
the Department of Art.
Christian said the ASU is
collaborating with other student groups within the art department to configure a possibility to raise a small amount
in their program fees.
“I think it is a great way to
keep this space available for
all art students. It gives them
an opportunity to experience
what it is like to run or even
show in a gallery that is out
in the community. It also allows people to create a more
profitable resume for future
careers,” Weld said.
“The big problem now is
laying out the game plan – to
figure out some ways to get
some grants,” Christian said.
The Gallery Vault aims to
continue serve young artists
with youth programs as stated
in their mission statement.
“I hope that it stays open,
and that people keep interacting with the space. It is a great
way for art students to work
with people in the community and even to interact with
younger art kids,” Weld said.
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Old-school MUDS
are for gamers

Big Sing 2011

Jun-Kai Teoh
game column

bigya shrestha / contributing writer

The SCSU Percussion Ensemble, conducted by Matthew Ferrell, performs at Saturday’s Big Sing concert
in Ritsche Auditorium.

The Big Sing Honor Choir Festival Concert combined
high school and college choirs from around the region for
an over 200 person chorus. The concert hosted guest conductor and choral composer Dale Warland and was held in
Ritsche Auditorium on Saturday. A portion of ticket proceeds contributed to music scholarships for SCSU students.

There’s a small niche
world of games called
“MUDs”. Multi-User Dungeons is the proper term for
it, but for simplicity’s sake
we’ll just call them MUDs.
MUDs hold a special
place to my heart, as they
were amongst the first type
of games I played.
Think of them as interactive books that people could
“play”, with each player
creating their own character
and identity in a text-based
online game.
The first time I logged
into a MUD, I was left lost
and confused, with a wall
of black text showing on a
DOS-like console beckoning me to register and create
a character to start the game.
There wasn’t any buttons to click, nor any fancy
pictures to look at. Sound
or music was nonexistent
as well, and instead there
was just words like the one
you’re reading now.
“Would you like instructions?”
“Y/N”
It’s funny when I look
back to the days where I
spent hours playing games
online and loved every moment of it, even though much
of it was just reading.
Later on in the years
graphical MUDs came into
being, but the MUDs that
I threw myself into were
games that described every
scenario in great detail.
“A glowing torch appears
in your hand, to light your
way when the path ahead is
dark...”
“Go north.”
For the new-generation
of gamers that are used to

fast-paced shooters, spectacular graphics and intense
game play, MUDs probably
seem baffling. Even more
baffling perhaps then is that
they still exist today, and a
self-proclaimed
hardcore
gamer like me still revisits
them once in awhile.
But for the 7-year-old
me, they were as confusing as they were immersing.
Maps had to be “built” in my
head or on a piece of paper
instead of something visual
to see. Keeping track of “Go
North” and “Go South” and
“Go South” becomes confusing after the tenth time.
Early MUDs were picky
too, with some accepting the
command “Attack” while
others only accepted “Fight”.
“Look around: The sage
offers you greetings and asks
if you would like help...”
“Yes: You nod emphatically.”
With
the
onslaught
of modern games being
churned out by behemoths
every year, it’s no surprise
that MUDs exist perhaps
only in the minds of “oldschool” gamers.
But they’ll exist, and
they’ll survive. Not because
they’re free or that the “oldschoolers” reminisce about
them, but because they offer something so distinctly
unique that modern games
sometimes still find it hard to
deliver: emotion.
“You are splattered over
a large area, or at least most
of you is. The rest of your
remains are, even now, being
eaten by seagulls (especially
your eyes). If you’d have
looked properly before you
leaped you might have decided not to jump.”
“Would you like to play
again?”

Local musician’s second EP
features artfully-crafted, dark blues
Chris Bremseth
album review
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James Franco is convincing as Aron Ralston, the rock-climber who survived
days after falling into a crevasse.

127 Hours is extreme, thrilling
Matthew Luczak
movie review
Danny Boyle takes on an
ultimate tale of human survival in his latest film 127
Hours.
The movie is the true
story behind the real-life
adventurer named Aron
Ralston. During a mountain
climbing session in the desert of Moab, Utah, Ralston
tumbles down a crevasse and
gets his arm stuck between a
rock and the canyon wall.
The movie’s title, 127
Hours, is the amount of time
Ralston is stuck in the crevasse.
The story is inspiring,
yet jarring, to see the limits Ralston goes through to
stay alive. Throughout his
time being stuck in the canyon Ralston flashbacks to
family, lovers, and the two
hikers he met before being
stuck. These flashbacks give
the audience a true vision
of what people would think
about during these types of
situations.
Ralston in the beginning
of the film only really cares
about himself, but through-

out his various flashbacks
he has had to face himself
and what he has done. He
reasons that he was put in
this situation because of the
things that he’s done.
The story continues as he
tries more desperate things
to survive, including drinking his own urine. He finally
decides the only way he can
live is if he gets rid of his
arm.
The scene is grotesque
and jarring to see Ralston cut
his arm off with a dull pocket
knife, there is no censor, the
audience see’s Ralston break
his bones and cut off ligaments and tendons, Boyle
will not stray away from the
action.
James Franco, who plays
Ralston, accurately portrays this average man in
an extraordinary situation.
Franco’s performance is impressive, because the whole
movie is riding on his ability to show the desperation
to live.
Franco plays the part
very optimistically, never really losing control of the situation which was entertaining
to watch. Franco’s brilliant
performance has earned him

an Academy Award nomination for Best Actor this year.
Another impressive aspect about 127 Hours is
Danny Boyle’s directing, the
camera hardly moves from
the canyon where Ralston
is, it feels like the audience
is trapped in the cave with
Ralston.
The camerawork and
cinematography was beautiful with the shots of Utah
mountainside alongside the
shots of the trapped Ralston.
Also Boyle uses a three
part scene where the screen
is split into three separate
scenes. These scenes are discombobulating as one tries
to absorb all the information
which confines the audience
to what Ralston is feeling
during these moments of the
film.
The film is one of the
year’s best as it also has
been nominated for numerous awards including Best
Picture. 127 Hours does not
only show the limits humans
will go through to survive,
but it is also a story of a man
who changes the way he lives
during his 5 day confinement
in a canyon in Utah.

Minnesota-born
folk
musician, Adam Hammer’s
newest blues EP, “Let it
Burn”, is a change of pace
from his last release, “Tattooed Folk”.
Hammer was born in
Henning, Minn., but musically, he was born during his
yearlong excursion into the
heart of Tennessee, where he
traveled and played with the
locals of Nashville. Upon his
return to Minnesota, Hammer collaborated with Doug
Yorgason in the group East
Arm to create “The EP”, as
well as releasing a solo EP,
“Figments”.
After a short hiatus from
recording, Hammer recently
went back to the studio to
record a full length album,
currently referred to as “Broken Like You”. This session
also spawned “Let it Burn”,
due to the proposed difference in sound between the
two records, with “Broken”
as folk, and “Burn” being
much darker blues-inspired
pieces. Hammer collaborated on “Burn” with his band,
The Impact, which includes
Dave Cofell on guitar and
harmonica, Cody Jergenson

on bass and Jon Schulte on
drums.
The first track, “Let it
Burn”, is a unique mix of
blues style vocals, lyricism,
and acoustic finger-picking.
Hammer’s “devil may care”
vocal sound is perfectly suited for the mood of the song.
The picked acoustic guitar
toes the line between folk
and blues and never fails to
catch the ear.
“Blood on a Crescent
Moon”, the second track,
sounds and feels like it could
have been taken straight
from a Jim Morrison era
Doors album. The guitar
sound is quite similar to “Let
it Burn” and it fits beautifully. Hammer’s brilliant lyrics
prop up this song to be the
shining star of the entire EP.
“The Drive” changes
the game with a John Lee
Hooker style chord progression throughout the track,
and adds a harmonica to the
mix. The lyrics feel almost
punk-inspired,
definitely
not what is commonly referenced when talking about
traditional blues lyricism.
“Death of Me”, the fourth
track, attempts to add diversity by downplaying blues
style chords and accentuating an electric guitar, but

ultimately falls flat, straying
too far from the core of the
album. The vocals and lyrics
work to pull it out of mediocrity, playing on the phrase
“you’re going to be the death
of me”, however in this case,
the electric guitar is the coldblooded killer.
The song that rounds out
the EP, “Ballad of Lucy”, is
actually a reinvention of the
original, which was released
as a folk piece on Hammer’s
“Tattooed Folk” EP. It feels
much better here, with the
addition of bluesy fingerpicked guitar and more emotional vocals from Hammer.
In all, the “Let it Burn”
EP is a masterfully assembled blues album that
flows seamlessly from one
track to another and works
past its few low points with
ease. Hammer’s guitar tells
stories as ably as his vocals
and leaves a wonderful afterglow. “Burn” also doesn’t
suffer from plights as other
local musicians such as low
production value, and frankly, sounds like it belongs in
any blues lovers collection.
Hopefully we see more blues
inspired pieces from this talented folk artist after work
finishes on his long awaited
album, “Broken Like You”.

photo courtesy of tattooedfolk.com

Local artist Adam Hammer releases a bluesy EP.
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FEMALES AND MALES
Private in 4 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, Laundry,
Parking Avail. 6/1/11 and
8/1/11 E.P.M 251-6005

UNIVERSITY APTS LARGE
2 Bedrooms Close SCSU,
Heat,Studios,Ones 320251-8284,320-250-8666
www.riversiderealestateprop.
com

3 OR 4 BDR 1BLK FROM
Campus 2 Full Baths AC, DW
Heat Paid 10 or 12 Month
Leases Security 493-9549

5 BEDROOM
HOUSES JUNE 1ST
Quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608

2 BDR 1/2 BLK FROM
Library AC/DW Heat Incl 10
or 12 Month 493-9549

4 BDR APT 2 FULL
Baths Heat Incl. DW/AC
Security BLDG 10 or 12
Month Leases 493-9549
2,3+4 BDR APT VARIOUS
Locations Heat Incl. DW/
AC Security 493-9549
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER/Fall 2011. 4BDRM &
6/7BDRM. Call 320-237-7570
CLOSE CLOSER CLOSEST
kenthousing.com or
320-252-5500
1 BR./2BR. APTS S/E
3/1,4/1, 5/1 & 6/1, $395 Heat/
Parking Incl. Bus Lines 2511925 mpmproporties.net
3 BLOCKS FROM SCSU
m+m Apts. 320-259-9673
3+4 BED APTS, FREE CABLE
Free Heat June+July 50.00/
Mth www.ivyapartments.com
Call Jenny @ 320-259-9673
1, 2 BR- JUNE 1ST
$485-575. H, W, G, Cable,
Parking. 320-251-7600 x 559
STUDIO APTS. 400+
SQUARE FEET
Heat paid, A/C, micro,
laundry, parking. 2 blocks
to campus. Avail. 6/1/11.
Excel Prop. 251-6005.
excelpropmgmt.com
5 BEDROOM
HOUSES JUNE 1ST
Quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
3 BLOCKS TO LIBRARY! 2
Bed Apartment! 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
3 OR 4 BDR APT. IN HOUSE
Heat and Parking Incl 493-9549
ROOMS FOR RENT! SCSU
Area 215/Month! Heat,
Water, Sewer, Garbage,
Cable Incl! 320-229-1919
$50 MOVE-IN BONUS.
2-Big Bedrooms. Neat/Clean.
Includes Utilities. Possible
Caretaking. Off-Street
Parking. $298/ Person. Near
Hallenbeck. 320-679-3852
INDIVIDUAL LEASES
Roommate Matching.
Free Parking, & Heat.
UVT’S 252-2633
TOWNHOUSES BY
Halenbeck 3BDRM’S Heat/
Parking Inc. 251-1925
ONE TWO AND 3
Bedrooms Close SCSU,
Also Studios, Houses,
Call 320-251-8284 www.
riversiderealestateprop.com

UVT’S 4 BDR. TOWNHOME
Pool, Dishwasher Free
Parking/Heat 252-2633
WWW.SCSU4RENT.COM
SOUTHVIEW
APTS. SPACIOUS
2 BEDROOM APTS.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
laundry, parking. Close
to SCSU. Avail. 6/1/11.
Excel Prop. 251-6005.
excelpropmgmt.com
1,2,3 & 4 BDRM APTS. GREAT
Locations. Heat/Parking Incl.
251-1925 mpmproperties.net
HOUSING 1ST AVAIL. 6/1/11
Heat/Parking Incl. Clean/
Affordable. Also 1,2,3 & 4
Br. APTS. Dan/Nicole 2511925 mpmroperties.net
NOW RENTING FOR JUNE
2011! Nice 7,8, and 9 Bedroom
Houses Close to SCSU.
Call Ryan at 320-761-0911
www.huskyhouses.com
9 BEDROOM HOUSE,
2 BLOCKS TO
MILLER LIBRARY
Large bedrooms, 3 baths, D/W,
laundry, parking. Nice, clean.
excelpropmgmt.com 251-6005
13TH ST APTS: 1 BLK
North of Hockey Center (5th)
3+4 Bed Starting @ $225
Parking, Garages, Laundry &
Onsite Caretaker Remodeled
Units Avail. Josh: 651-2709316 Dan: 651-361-0803
STCLOUDRENTAL.COM
CAMPUS APTS. ON 5TH AVE!
4 bedroom apts. Heat
paid, A/C, D/W, parking.
1/2 blocks to Miller Library.
E.P.M 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
ONE,TWO,THREE,
Bedrooms, Decks, Houses,
Large, Close SCSU Call
320-251-8284 www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
2 OR 3 BDR ON CAMPUS
10 or 12 Month Leases
Heat Paid 493-9549
UNIVERSITY PLACE APTS.
3 AND 4 BEDROOM APTS.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W, parking.
E.P.M 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
2BDR 1/2 BLK FROM
CAMPUS DW/AC Heat Incl.
10 or 12 Month. 493-9549

HOUSING

SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM

HOUSES STILL AVAILABLE!
Houses! Houses! Houses!
SCSU Area! 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
STATESIDE APTS.
SPACIOUS 4 BEDROOM APTS.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
parking. Close, quiet.
E.P.M 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
WWW.IVYAPARTMENTS.COM
7 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
RENT 2 Blocks from State. $315
Per Room Floors, Windows
New Chris_Chopp@yahoo.com
3+4 BDR APT IN HOUSE
1 BLK From Library D/W
Heat+Parking Incl 10 or 12
Month Lease 493-9549
2 BEDROOMS UNIVERSITY
DRIVE and Lakeside
Apts Close SCSU
www.riversiderealestateprop.
com Call 320-251-8284
WESTVIEW AND
UNIVERSITY WEST APTS.
4 bedroom apts. Heat
paid, A/C, D/W, parking.
2 blocks to Miller Library.
E.P.M 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
HARD TO FIND! 3 BED
Apartments. 2 Blocks to SCSU!
Call Today! 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM
5 BEDROOM
HOUSES JUNE 1ST
Quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
4 BED APARTMENTS!
Starting at $215/MO. 2 Blocks
From Library! 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
FREE PARKING, LARGE
Bedrooms, Pool, Individual
Leases. Microwave, Dishwasher
252-2633 uvtownhomes.com
BEACHWOOD 1BR.
APTS. 6/1/11 $400-$440
Dan/Nicole 251-1925
COLLEGE VIEW
Apartments Close to
Hockey Center Now Renting
For Fall 320-258-4000
www.granitecityproperties.com
OUT OF THE DORMS!
4BR, 2 Bath. Heat, water,
trash, cable. 320-654-8300
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SCSU

Sports
Schedule
		
Swim/Dive 2/4/2011
Minnesota Challenge
Away
WBB 2/4/2011
Winona State
Away 6:00 PM
Wrest 2/4/2011
Northern State University
Home 7:00 PM
WHKY 2/4/2011
University of Minnesota
Away 7:07 PM
MHKY 2/4/2011
University of NebraskaOmaha
Away 7:37 PM
MBB 2/4/2011
Winona
Away 8:00 PM

Men’s
Continued from Page 16
For the rest of the period, SCSU had the lead, defending it and staying in the
lead by up to eleven points.
The the lead, defending it
and staying in the lead by
up to eleven points. The
score at the end of the first
period was 42-36.
In the second period,
SCSU stayed in the lead until the eighth minute, when
Augustana tied the score
with a jump shot and took
the lead with a free throw
by Deewuz.
In the last four minutes,
the huskies took back the
lead for a short time with
a jump shot. Augustana
fought back with a 3-pointer.
For the rest of the game,
the Huskies and the Vikings
battled it out, taking the
lead, and tying for it, until
the last minute when SCSU
tied the score with twelve
seconds left.
The ball went into the
possession of Augustana,

and with a fly ball, landed
in the hands of Deewuz,
who in turn sunk it into
the net with a jump shot,
putting the score at 89-87,
winning the game by two
points.
Coach Schlagel expressed that the team
worked hard over the
weekend, and said, “It
was a hard fought game,
and our games the last
three years with Augustana have come right down
to the wire like that.” He
also said that it was hard
to lose on an air ball that
by chance, “Falls into the
guy’s hands and gets puts
back in at the buzzer, but
you got to give both teams
credit, they fought hard”.
The Huskies will be on
the road for the next two
weeks, returning to Halenbeck Hall on Feb. 18 to
play against Northern State
University.

Women’s
Continued from Page 16

Swim/Dive 2/5/2011
Minnesota Challenge
Away
Wrest 2/5/2011
University of Mary
Home 2:00 PM
WHKY 2/5/2011
University of Minnesota
Away 4:07 PM
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Seng kiat khor/staff photographer

SCSU women’s basketba;ll player Talisha Barlow
makes a layup shot.

seng kiat khor/Staff Photographer

SCSU men’s basketball player Taylor Witt with ball with Wayne State player
ashots, putting the score at
6-4. SCSU tied the score once
again quickly after this with a
jump shot by Wagner. With a
free throw, the Huskies took the
lead, again by one point.
This did not last long, as
Augie scored three times in a
row with two 3-pointers and
one jump shot. The score was
now 14-7.
SCSU once again took the
ball, getting in a 3-pointer and
one good free throw because
of a foul on Augie player Alex
Feeney. The score now read 1411.
Augie took the ball, scoring a 3-pointer, but the Huskies were right behind, taking
the ball and scoring another
3-pointer and a jump shot, putting the score at 17-16.
The game continued as
Augie and SCSU played hard
against each other, with the
Huskies trailing behind by just
a few points, as always.
SCSU took the lead one
minute before the buzzer with
a jump shot by Sam Price. The
lead did not last long, as Augie
tied the score with a free throw,
and then took the lead with a

second free throw. The score
was 35-34.
The period wound down
and Augie furthered the lead
with two jump shots, putting
the score at 39-34.
The second period began
with a 3-pointer by Anderson.
Augie once again took the lead
with two 3-pointers, shot by
Tessa Wilka and Megan Doyle.
The score was now 45-37.
Augie took the ball again,
scoring three times, before a
foul on Fenney gave SCSU two
free throws, putting the Huskies
in the lead, once again by one
point.
Directly after, Augie got
two free throws, missing one
and tying the score, which was
now 45-45. Another foul on
price gave Augie the opportunity to get ahead with two free
throws, missing one and putting
the score at 46-45.
A jump shot and 3-pointer
put the huskies in the lead, once
again, with a score of 50-46.
The game continued, as
SCSU and Augustana battled
for the lead. With eight minutes
to go, Augustana took the lead
for the final time, with a jump

shot by Molly Hayes.
For the next few minutes, it
seemed as if SCSU was unable
to make any shots. This ended
as the period came to an end,
with Barlow barreling up to the
net to shoot two jump shots.
Later, Fish would mention
that Barlow was an aggressive
player, and needed to continue
being that aggressive.
The game ended with a
missed 3-pointer by Price, making the score 81-74.
Fish said “I think overall
we’re really pleased with our
effort.” She also said Augustana
began to take advantage of the
injuries, the team was “pounding the ball inside and that’s
where our injuries play a big
factor because we are so under
sized”
Fish also mentioned that
Augustana was a good team, “I
thought it was two good basketball teams battling it out”.
The Huskies will be on the
road for the next two weekends,
and will not return to Halenbeck hall until Feb. 18, to play
Northern State University.

Sports
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Super Bowl outcome will gauge NFL future
Ahmed Warraich
Staff Writer
Another year another
Super Bowl, if you remember the early predictions you
would be forgiven to think
that the sports analysts have
little to no idea most of the
year who is going to be in the
Super Bowl. And that is what
they see on the paper, but between injuries and the breakout performances no one can
think of how some teams will
make it.
This year the Green Bay
Packers are one such team.
They narrowly made it into
the playoffs and have been
sort of the Cinderella story
this year. There are many
reasons for the Packers to be
present where they are. The
Packers come into this game
perhaps with the better of the
two defenses. They have given up the fewest rushing yards
in the league. They have only
given up 18.6 points and only
201 passing yards.
The Packers are also one
of the hottest offenses. The

Packers thrashed the Falcons
and then overcame the Bears
with an unknown running
back named James Starks.
They are still playing without running back Ryan Grant,
who had been the mainstay of
their running.
The
Pittsburg
Steelers, on the other hand, have
much of their nucleus intact.
They overcame adversity
themselves, not having their
starting quarterback Ben Roethlisberger and not having
Troy Polamalu 100 percent in
the last couple of games. At
times, their defense acted the
opposite of the vaunted Steelers defense of the past. Their
cornerbacks need to be better
but more often than not have
been burned for big plays.
On offense, their running
back Rashard Medenhall has
played well, especially in the
last game against the Jets.
Also, the Steelers found a new
go to receiver in the shape of
Mike Wallace, who took up
position in place of Santonio
Holmes, the Super Bowl hero.
The Steelers responded
well and eventually battled

back to win the Division that
was heavily favored by many
to be won by the Baltimore
Ravens.
The most interesting thing
is that both teams that are going to be playing each other
employ some very unorthodox blitzes and the problem
for the Packers will not be
bring pressure but to get sacks
as well. This is not made easy
by the fact that Roethlisberger
is a very good improviser; as
the pass that sealed the game
at the end of regulation clearly showed with the Jets.
The problem for the Packers has to be keeping a semblance of a running game
going so the packers don’t
become a one sided team.
Though Starks has ran well so
far but in my opinion he will
have a much tougher time
against the Steelers, as they
were able to shutdown Shonn
Greene and Ladainian Tomilson in their game against the
Jets. The Jets in my opinion
had a better running attack
then the Packers.
The running game takes a
lot of pressure off of Rodgers

as he does not have to think
about completing short passes on 3 and a few. What the
Packers have to do on defense
is stop the running game of
the Steelers.
Also to make the Steelers
one dimensional that would
put more pressure on Roethlisberger and also give the
Packers pass rush a chance to
make plays.
For the Steelers, I think
the main problem would be
two fold stopping the wide
receivers of Green bay since
they are not only very prolific
but also have a tendency to
make huge gains after plays.
Since the Steelers corners are
probably their Achilles heel, I
would think that is where they
need to figure out how to stop
Rodgers since I won’t be surprised if Rodgers figures out a
way to dismantle the Steelers
as he has been on fire for most
of the post season.
I give the edge in this
game to the Packers. I think
the key for the Packers would
be Rodgers and like he said
before the game in Atlanta
that he was looking forward

to playing indoors. If the
Packers run the ball effectively come Sunday, then they
will have a very good chance
of winning this game.
Whoever wins it would
a great story regardless. If
Steelers win this, Mike Tomlin, the Head Coach of the
Steelers becomes one of the
greatest coaches of all time,
leading his Steelers to a second Super Bowl win and it
would give Roethlisberger another championship, putting
him in the same discussion as
Tom Brady.
If the Packers win then
Rodgers comes to the discussion of the elite quarterbacks
finally, with some hardware
to show his prowess. He will
lift himself out of the shadow
of Brett Farve as an added
bonus. Also the Green Bay
Packers finally get to end the
drought of Super Bowls that
has eluded them for so long.
Either way it would be a terrific story and for me, February 6 couldn’t get here fast
enough.

Tue Feb 1, 2011
OTTAWA
NEW JERSEY
7:00 PM ET
Tue Feb 1, 2011
BOSTON
CAROLINA
7:00 PM ET
Tue Feb 1, 2011
NY ISLANDERS
ATLANTA
7:00 PM ET
Tue Feb 1, 2011
CHICAGO
COLUMBUS
7:00 PM ET

Tue Feb 1, 2011
MONTREAL
WASHINGTON
7:30 PM ET

Continued from Page 16
atmosphere. The organization provides tents, equipment, and custom trips can
be designed according to interest.
“I went on a trip with canoes,” Brown said. “And I
kayaked next to an alligator
and it didn’t eat me – these
are unique experiences.”
If students take friends
that are not SCSU students,
they can purchase $6 day
passes which cover all level
two areas at the recreational
center, from the climbing
wall to the swimming pool.
This is a way for students to
get involved in campus activities, but also find unique
ways to spend time.
“A lot of students don’t
know that these things are
free,” Brown said.
“Our motto is ‘Something
for everyone’ and we really
do have that,” Saari said.

Tue Feb 1, 2011
FLORIDA
TORONTO
7:00 PM ET

Tue Feb 1, 2011
PITTSBURGH
NY RANGERS
7:30 PM ET

Spring RecFest
concrete – which happened to a few of them.
“Someone suggested we
bring it to RecFest, so we
did,” Brown said.
At RecFest students tried
it while members helped by
holding the bike steady. One
student maintained balance
for 30 seconds, ending in
cheers.
This organization also offers clinics to students who
want to try outdoor sports
but are not ready to brave the
environment yet. Quick Start
clinics for kayaking start
students in campus pools to
practice techniques and training.
“The climbing wall is fun
and free,” Ahrendt said. “And
I don’t think a lot of students
know about it.”
There are far less expensive trips offered than they
would be outside of a college

NHL sports
schedule

Tue Feb 1, 2011
PHILADELPHIA
TAMPA BAY
7:30 PM ET
2011
COLORADO
ST LOUIS
8:00 PM ET

Tue Feb 1, 2011
CALGARY
NASHVILLE
8:00 PM ET
Tue Feb 1, 2011
LOS ANGELES
MINNESOTA
8:00 PM ET

Shun jie young/staff photographer

The RecFest lasted from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. in Atwood.

Tue Feb 1, 2011
VANCOUVER
DALLAS
8:30 PM ET
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Men’s basketball splits weekend
Melanie Ovel
Sports editor

Men’s basketball played Wayne State
College on Friday and Augustana College on Saturday, winning to Wayne
State, and losing to Augustana with a fly
ball, which was directed into the net by
Derrik Deezuw.
Friday’s game ended with a score
of 66-59, with two free throws, and a
missed 3-pointer by Wayne State player
Jason Jenson.
The game began with SCSU scoring three times in a row with three jump
shots, putting the score at 6-0. The
game rapidly continued with SCSU and
Wayne State going back and forth with
the ball, and the Huskies staying firmly
in the lead.
The first half of the game was mostly
give and take between the two teams,
both scoring, and playing good defense.
The buzzer for the end of the first period
went off when the score read 28-16.
The second period began with a
Wayne State scoring, and tying the score
at 28-28. SCSU took control of the ball,
scoring a layup by Ben Bucholtz, putting
the score at 30-28.
Wayne state came back and tied the
game again with two free throws, due to
a foul on Josh Ortman. SCSU did not let
Wayne State take the lead after this, with
a dunk by Bucholtz.
The period continued as Wayne State
tried to overcome and take the lead
against SCSU, and the Huskies maintaining the lead.
At the five minute mark, SCSU was
in the lead by eleven points. At the end
of the game, the Huskies had maintained
a strong lead and at the buzzer, the Husseng kiat khor/Staff Photographer
kies had won the game with a score of Taylor Witt, senior captain shoots a layup Friday behind Wayne State play66-59.
er Vontrell Seroyer.
The game on Saturday night started
out slow for the Huskies as Augustana Cody Schilling and a dunk by Deewuz. scored a 3-pointer. The lead was by one
took control of the ball, and made a The score after this was 9-3.
point and did not last long, as the Hus3-pointer and a jump shot by Leif NoAugie stayed in the lead for a few kies came back and scored a 3-pointer of
meland. This out the score at 5-0.
more minutes until Taylor Witt tied the their own, making the score 23-21.
It did not take much longer for score with a 3-pointer. The score was
For the rest of the period, SCSU had
the Huskies to get on the board with a now 16-16.
3-pointer by Josh Ortman. Augustana,
The Huskies continued with the
however came back with a jump shot by lead for a few more minutes until Augie •See Men’s Page 13

Women’s basketball loses toWSC, Augie
Huskies
Melanie Ovel
Sports editor
The women’s basketball
team played Wayne State College on Friday, and Augustana
on Saturday, losing both games
despite a strong effort during
both.
Talisha Barlow, a senior on
the team said “We played hard
last night; you know they’re
ranked sixth in the country
and they are number one in the
conference”. She also went on
to say that with this game done,
the team understands how the
rest of the season will go.
Friday night’s game started
out with a series of scores for
Wayne State, making the score
8-0 before the Huskies took
two free throws and got on the
score board.
The game continued as
point guard Aayrn Booker
made a jump shot, with an assist from Barlow. The score
was now 8-4.
A foul on SCSU player Rachel Moen gave Wayne State
two free throws, made by forward Ashley Arlen. Wayne
State scored five more times after this, making the score 21-4.
The huskies got a chance
at the ball after this, with Jordi
Gerking missing a jump shot
and rebounding. Booker was
the one to make the jump shot,
with an assist from Barlow.
Wayne State took the ball

seng kiat khor/staff photographer

Nicole Anderson blocks Wayne State player.
for a jump shot, made by Arlen, before a foul was called
on Wayne State player, Eva
Benson, giving SCSU two free
throws, made by Amanda Wagner.
The free throws were followed shortly with a jump shot
made by SCSU player Nicole

Anderson. After this, Wayne
State was only leading by 13,
with a score of 23-10.
The first half continued
with a jump shot by Wildcats
player, Benson, making the
score 25-10. A foul on Wagner gave Wayne State two free
throws as well, further length-

ening the gap in scores.
The game carried on as the
first half came down to five
minutes. The score was 37-19,
with the Wildcats just making
a 3-pointer. The Huskies followed right after this with a
3-pointer as well, shot by Wagner.
The first half wound down
with the Huskies playing tough
against Wayne State. As the
buzzer for the end of the first
period went off, the score board
read 44-28.
The second period began
with a jump shot by Sam Price,
making the score 44-30. Wayne
State came back with a jump
shot and a 3-pointer, making
the score 49-30.
The Huskies, however, carried on, outscoring the Wildcats in the second period and
playing hard. The score at the
end of the game was 79-65.
Lori Fish, Head Coach of
the Women’s Basketball team
said “Wayne is number six in
the country and other than the
first ten minutes of that game,
we competed with them, so I
thought it gave us some confidence heading into tonight’s
game”.
Saturday’s game against
Augustana started out with Augie scoring the first points, but
SCSU claimed the next few
points with two jump shots by
Morgan Loff and Barlow. The
score now was 2-4.
Augie was quick to score
twice more, with two jump

Fitness
class: free
week
review

Free group fitness classes were offered
Jan 17 through Jan 21 by SCSU Campus Recreation at the Fitness Center, Halenbeck Hall.
This series of classes were taught by a group
of certified instructors. Throughout the entire
free week, students were given unlimited access to the fully scheduled classes.

Fitness class free week is held twice a
semester – every seven weeks.
“Free week was really a start after the
break as students set their goals to lose
weight,” graduate student Tommi Richards,
also a fitness instructor, said.
“It was exciting,” Richards said, “Always
our [group fitness] free week for spring is
huge.”
Students provided feedback on the classes
they preferred being offered during the free
week.
Richards said that students especially liked
their Cycling and “Butts ‘n’ Guts” classes.
“Any of our cardio classes and toning
classes are really big,” she said.
“We have done really well. One of our
yoga classes during free week had about 80
people attending,” said Nora Gyarfas, a sophomore and a fitness instructor.
According to the evaluations conducted at
the end of each class, Richards finds that students would like to see more morning and late
afternoon classes being offered in the future.
Gyarfas said the fitness instructors will try
to cater to the need of the students.
“But we’ve recently lost a lot of instructors due to graduation…so we are making do
with what we have,” Richards said.
Fitness class free week is held twice a semester – every seven weeks.
For students who have missed the past
free week, they can sign up for a new 7-week
pass for $15.
“I try to get all my friends to come to the
group fitness classes. A lot of international
students haven’t had the experience [of]
group fitness,” Emilie Wardrip, a senior and a
group fitness instructor, said.
New classes are introduced to the schedule this semester: they include Aqua Aerobics, The Big Fat Truth: Nutrition series, Yogalates, and Sports Cycle.
Gyarfas said group fitness classes provide
a more thorough training on muscles as compared to students who only go to the gym.
Other focuses offered in this semester are:
strength, cardio, dance, mind, and body.
“[We provide] different equipments, for
different moves,” Gyarfas said.
She said students can use those equipments to work on the muscle groups that they
may not able to reach while working out at
the gym.
“The classes are usually 50 minutes long,”
Gyarfas said.
Gyarfas also said that it is “a lot more motivating” to work out with a group of friends.
Hence, she suggested students to find partners
to join them at these fitness classes.
Teams or dorm floors can reserve private
rooms for their group workouts.
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Spring RecFest grabs students’attention
Megan Junkermeier
Opinions Editor
Whether the free climbing wall or the chance to
kayak in a swimming pool
sparked students’ interest,
Spring RecFest encouraged
and informed students that
this is the chance for them
to be involved with organizations, start exercising and
take trips for less money
than it will cost in the future.
This is the second annual Spring Recfest organized to create awareness
regard campus recreations to

the St.Cloud state community at Atwood Lounge on last
Wednesday
SCSU Campus Recreation offers programs and
classes at the recreational
center during the semester
that students can try and see
if they are interested in them.
The RecFest in Atwood
Wednesday promoted opportunities for students and
clubs they can join.
“At RecFest we like to
include clubs, activities and
campus offices,” said Lisa
Saari, Campus Rec Event
Supervisor. “What changed
most this semester is what

we try to do in a small area.”
The Campus Rec staff
members aim to form a relationship with students, welcoming them to try to find
classes and activities that are
best for them.
“We like to have a closeknit community with students and inform them of
what is going on,” Saari said.
“Try intramural sports – try
classes, give a fitness class a
try - just try everything.”
Outdoor Endeavors, one
of the student organizations,
had brochures, snowshoes
and handed out100 free water bottles to promote reus-

ing them instead of wasting
plastic bottles.
“We just show what we
really do at RecFest, we
like to have fun – there’s a
natural magnetism and they
can see we are having fun,”
Brown said.
Max Brown, an Outdoor
Endeavors staff member,
is a cyclist and had a rolling trainer for bikes that he
had other members try with
him. They spent a day on the
bike attempting to balance
and train, without hitting the
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This is the second annual Spring rec fest organized
to create awareness regard campus recreations to
the SCSU commmunity at Atwood lounge.

